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Background: 
Fairfax Events (a division of Fairfax Media) owns and operates 50+ consumer events across categories 
including Food & Drink, Health & Fitness, Arts & Entertainment, Business and Parenting. 

Managed by Fairfax Events, Kidtopia Festival is a new, annual outdoor family event launched in October 
2016. The event was positioned as a festival the whole family will love, featuring live music, good food, and 
family fun activities. The tagline was “For the festival lover in all of us”. 

Business objectives: 

➔ Establish Kidtopia as the ‘must attend’ annual family festival in the Sydney events calendar for 

parents with young kids.

➔ Deliver partner success for Destination NSW and Parramatta Council by attracting 2000 interstate 

and intrastate visitors into the local area in the year of launch.

➔ Ensure commercial success by securing event sponsor for the second year of event. 

EVENT OBJECTIVES 



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

➔ To size the market and evaluate target audience reach via Fairfax properties 

➔ To understand the target audience’s attitude, motivations as well as its lifestyle preferences 

➔ To develop a core audience persona that could be used to shape a successful customer-centred event

◆ Above objectives were met via secondary research using EMMA (Enhanced Media Metrics Australia) news media 

industry readership currency database  

➔ To evaluate event concept appeal with the target market 

➔ To test marketing messages to inform the event’s marketing campaign 

◆ Above objectives were met by conducting bespoke primary research (quantitative) done with Fairfax - Essential 

Baby Essential Kids eDM database 

◆ Participants were incentivised with a prize draw. 234 responses were collected over an 8 day period.

➔ To drive demand for the event via word of mouth leveraging the EBEK community by seeding online 

discussion in Essential Baby Essential Kids Facebook Forum 



● Audience reach and profiling to drive sales and marketing 
strategy 

● Develop target audience persona to guide marketing 
communications 

MARKET SIZING + PROFILING



Audience reach profiling revealed a robust potential 
market for the Kidtopia event



Audience profiles of the target market focused on 
attitudes to travel/holidays and social interests 



Attitudinal statements were indexed to identify messages 
that resonate most strongly with the target market 



Personas were developed to help the business to 
understand the target market



● Concept appeal tested with FFX audiences 
● Resonance of marketing communications and creatives 

tested to support event operations  

COMMUNICATIONS 
TESTING



1. 8 in 10 audience recalled event name after 
seeing the poster just once

2. The image of the girl against a sunny backdrop 
captured audience attention and many agreed 
that it was modern and appealed to them

3. 6 in 10 interpreted it as a family event which led 
creative team to make further copy changes to 
make CVP clearer

Creative was tested to 
gauge audience appeal 
and comprehension of 
offer 



Audience feedback on the test creative was 
categorised into key themes for marketing to focus on 



Potential event descriptions were evaluated to identify the 
strongest attributes for marketing messages 



What did we achieve? 

● Kidtopia Festival was a finalist in Australian Event 
Awards “Best New Event” category in 2017.

● Success of launch year (2016) event saw Fairfax Events 
secure commercial partnership with Qantas Assure in 
2017.

● Post event audience feedback survey reported an 
average 9/10 satisfaction score.
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